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182 QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS. 

II. RELATING TO THE DEMONSTRATION OF A GEOMETRICAL THEOREM. 

By WILLIAM E. HEAL, Washington, D. C. 

Prof. H. E. Slaught has informed me that Mr. W. J. Greenstreet of London 
has called his attention to the fact that the geometrical theorem (if the bisectors 

of two angles of a triangle are equal, the triangle is isosceles) 
A demonstrated in the MONTHLY for September, 1917, page 344, 

is not necessarily true if the bisectors of the exterior angles 
be taken into account, and has suggested that it would be of 

E D interest to readers of the MONTHLY to discuss the question 
B C fully. 

I will divide the discussion into four parts. 
Case I. When the bisectors of the interior base angles are 

equal to each other. This is the case already discussed in the 
D' MONTHLY and it is shown that the triangle is isosceles. 

Case II. When the bisectors of the external base angles 
FIG. 1. are equal to each other. " In Fig. 1 let, for brevity, AE = a, 

AE' = a', EB = b, E'B = b', AD = c, AD' = c', DC = d, D'C 
-d', EC=f, E'C =f', DB = g, D'B= g', BC= h. 

We have 
AB X BC= AD'X D'C -D'B2, 

AC X BC = E'B X E'A -E'C2. 

If E'C = D'B = =g' we have 

(a' - b')h = c'd' =f'2, (c' - d')h = a'b' -f2 
(a' - b')h c'd' = (c' - d')h -ab'^ 

Also 
AB: BC = D'A: D'C, AC: BC = E'A: E'B, 

(a' b'): h = c': d', (c' -d'): h = a': b', 

c'h = (a' - b')d', (1) 

a'h = (c' - d')b'. (2) 

Substituting the values of a'h, c'h above and dropping b'd' from both sides, 
b'c' - b'h - c'd' = a'd' - dth - a'b', b'(a' + c' - h) = d'(a' + c' h). 

Hence b' = d', since (a' + c') > [(a + b) + (c + d)J > h. 
From this we have by (1) and (2) 

a' C' - b 
t a'-b'' or a'2 

_ a'b' = c2 - b'c', (a' + c') (a' - c') = b'(a' - c'); 

hence we have a' = c' and b' = a' + c'. 
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The last supposition is absurd and hence we have again the triangle isosceles. 
Case III. Suppose 

BD= CE', ACXBC=AE'XBE'- CE'2, ABXBC=ADXCD+BD2, 

(c + d)h = a'b' f'2, (3) 

(a' - b')h = cd + f'2. (4) 
Also 

AB:BC= AD: CD, AC:BC= E'A:E'B, 

ch = (a' - b')d, (5) 

a'h = (c + d)b', (6) 

(c + d)h + (a' - b')h = a'b' + cd. 

Introducing the values of a'h and ch into (3) and (4) and reducing, we have 

b'(c -h -a') = d(c -h -a'). (7) 
Hence 

b' = d if c $ (a'+ h); 

BDCE' is a parallelogram and the vertex A of the triangle ABC is at infinity. 
If c = a' + h we have from (7) the relation A 

b' c- h -a' 0 
d=c-h-a' 0 

and we cannot infer b' = d. D 
If the triangle ABC is isosceles we have, dividing (5) by (6), 

a' - b' b'c c 

c+d a'd= = 1; or a': b' = c: d. 

The triangles ABD, AE'C are similae and BD is parallel to 
E'C and they cannot be equal. Therefore the triangle ABC is 
not isosceles. FIG. 2. 

Case IV. Suppose BD = BD'. 
This case can be very easily disposed of by noting that, since BD and BD' 

(Fig. 2) are at right angles to each other the triangle DBD' must be one half the 
square on BD with DD' as diagonal. Extend the diagonal in the direction D'D. 
Let any two lines from the point B, making equal angles with BD, meet D'D 
in the points C and A. The triangle ABC evidently satisfies the conditions of 
the theorem and is not generally isosceles. 

III. RELATING TO THE LAW OF COSINES FOR A POLYGON. 

By F. M. MORGAN, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. 

The proof of the law of cosines for a plane triangle, as generally given in the 
texts on trigonometry, does not lend itself readily to a generalization that will 
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